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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

SEATTLE CATERER CHOSEN AS EXCLUSIVE PROVIDER TO MAJOR 
SCOTTSDALE VENUES 

Seattle Catering Company Becomes Exclusive Catering Partner for Major 
Scottsdale Venue Management Company 

Scottsdale, Arizona – Seattle’s Taste of Amazing announces exclusive catering 
partnership with Scottsdale Private Event Venues (SPEV).   

Taste of Amazing, a Washington-based company owned by Gail Kurpgeweit, CEO, 
announces its’ selection as an exclusive catering partner for SPEV, a Scottsdale, Arizona-
based event production provider specializing in privately-owned airplane hangars and 
elite venues.   

In Q1 2020, Taste of Amazing will open its’ new catering facilities in the Phoenix area 
while maintaining catering services in Seattle.   

“What I love most about SPEV venues is the drama of the spaces and the ability to create 
an all-senses-firing experience for guests.  In SPEV venues we aren’t limited by space or 
existing décor – just imagination,” says Chef Gail.  “It’s a blank slate where amazing food 
can be part of an overall breathtaking experience - I find it exhilarating!”    

Taste of Amazing is a premier caterer in the Seattle, Washington area specializing in 
corporate events serving Fortune 100 CEO’s from around the world and managing large 
group events up to 50,000 guests.   

SPEV is led by Karen L. May, V.P. of Marketing, and is known for hosting unique, 
industrial-chic events through its’ portfolio of exclusively-managed Scottsdale venues, 
including airplane hangars that create a unique backdrop for corporate incentive events, 
private parties and lavish celebrations.   

When asked why SPEV chose Taste of Amazing to be an exclusive catering partner for 
their venues, Karen May responded, “When I first met with Gail, she relayed a story about 
a marketing advisor telling her she needed to change her recipes to be faster 
and easier to prepare.  When she said no, that those changes would affect the 
integrity of the food, I knew she would be perfect for Scottsdale Private Event 
Venues.  Our standards are extremely high and our clients expect perfection 
every time.  She clearly has the experience and commitment to quality that we are 
looking for in a catering partner.”   

Chef Gail Kurpgeweit is classically-trained with a passion for elevating traditional dishes 
through innovative cooking techniques and inventive flavor profiles.  “I’m looking for a full 
palate-engaging experience when it comes to taste,” she says.  She moved to Scottsdale 

https://www.tasteofamazing.com
https://venuesofnorthscottsdale.com


in 2019 to spend more time with family and found the change of scenery inspiring.  “I’m 
on fire with new menu and presentation ideas since moving to Arizona!”   

In addition to catering, Taste of Amazing is a wholesale private-label manufacturer for 
frozen gourmet foods.  It is now in the process of relocating manufacturing operations to 
Phoenix to accommodate growth and global food safety certifications.     

Chef Gail has a cookbook entitled “Frozen & Fabulous” set to publish in 2020, sold by her 
Agent Alan Morel to Brick Tower Press, New York.    She also has a line of retail 
kitchenware products exclusively sold on Amazon and is a dynamic public speaker.    

Press Contact: 

Gail Kurpgeweit, President of Taste of Amazing, gail@tasteofamazing.com, 
425-224-2473.   

Chef Gail Kurpgeweit is represented by Creative Management Partners, LLC, Beverly 
Hills, by Alan Morel, Lead Agent and Tim Troke, Agent for Broadcasting, Alternative 
Media and Shopping Networks.   
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Figure 1 ‐ Chef Gail Kurpgeweit, Taste of Amazing 

Figure 2‐ Taste of Amazing Logo 

Figure 3 – Hangar Venue Catering Event 
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Figure 4 ‐ Karen L. May, SPEV 

 

 

Figure 5 ‐ Hangar Venue Catering Event 

 

 

Figure 6 ‐ Hangar Venue Catering Event 

 

 

 




